
INTERNATIONAL, SPIRITUAL-POLITICAL 

NETWORK RETREAT

 

TOGETHER IN TRANSFORMATION

MAY 26. TO 29. 2023 IN MELCHTAL CH



«The world is in radical change.» – With these words, the interreli-
gious group of Katharina Community had invited to the first interna-
tional network meeting. Worldwide crises force us to take action. We 
are challenged to create and shape something new. The interna-
tional network meetings are under the sign of setting off and daring 
new. Across borders of nation, age, gender and religious affiliation, 
people from different nations got connected and initiated an inter-
national, spiritual-political network meeting which has taken place 
annually since 2017.

Teamleader 2023: Bernadette Vögele

Spir itual-polit ical Engagement for

Unity and Peace in the World



What is it all about
Essentially, the idea of the retreat is to find 
one’s unique place in the globalizing world, to 
connect across borders with spiritually seek-
ing people, and to encourage each other in the 
commitment to peace.
 
“together in transformation” will be our main 
topic in 2023.
Methodological elements:
• Keynote speeches and workshops
• Exchange in small groups and plenary
• Experience of nature
• Meditation and liturgy
• Music, singing and dancing

There are some hybrid offers for international 
networking.

Target gropu
The weekend ist meant for people who want 
to deepen their spiritual-political engagement, 
who are interested in networking in times of 
change.

Contributors
Margit Kreuzer Rödter, Carlo Rödter, Stefan 

Osterwald, Regina Kiefer, Bernadette Vögele, 

Maria-Christina Eggers, Antje Pohl, international 

Guests from the Middle East, the Balkans, and 

other places

Date and Place
Fr May 26. 6pm - Mo May 29. 2023 1pm  
Meeting Place: Juhui, Ferienlagerhaus, 
Melchtal CH

Costs
Workshop: self-assessment CHF 60-600 
Accomodation: self-assessment CHF 100-250pP
Board: CHF 96
With a higher contribution to the accom-
modation costs, you support people with 
fewer financial means and international 
participants.

More Information and Registration
B. Vögele: bv@zenzentrum-offenerkreis.ch

Host
The weekend is organised in cooperation 
by: Zen Zentrum Offener Kreis, Luzern CH; 
Yogaraum Aalen D; Two Wings, Freiburg D 
und Katharina Werk CH

«God is an infinite sphere, of which the center is 

everywhere and the circumference nowhere.» 

from the «Book of the 24 Philosophers», Masters in the 12th century



Two Wings Freiburg / D

ZEN ZENTRUM OFFENER KREIS / CH                     

YOGARAUM AALEN / D    

 Katharina Werk / CH

www.zenzentrum-offenerkreis.ch

www.yogaraumaalen.de

www.viaintegralis-freiburg.de

www.katharina-werk.org


